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5.1 Conclusions 

CHAPTERV 

CONCLUSIONS AND SUGGESTIONS 

After collecting, classifying, processing, and analyzing the data 

collection, teen magazine language as a register is more verified. 

Such indications fulfilled the qualifications of generating a new register 

after according to several linguist theories. A register should consider six 

differences for classification of a register, they are participant, relations between 

addressor and addressee, setting, channel or mode, purposes, and topic. 

The writer concludes that this recent investigation upon elaboration of 

teen magazine as a new or a specific register by considering the data, supJ'Orting 

references, and the result of data analysis. The conclusions of this study arw.

a. Participant 

Data collection within teen magazines are indicated the existence of 

participant that is the writer (editor) and the teen (reader) 

b. Relations 

magazine the writer assumes that the relation between the edito 

addressor with his addressee or teen people is so intimate, it is much 

From the data collection, the particular context of use or domain has more 

clarified; the writer may conclude the domains of teen magazine register are art and 
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entertainment. Where the use of spoken language, such "gaul" words and English

bahasa Indonesia codes indicates the domain is only for entertaining the teen. 

d. Channel or Mode, 

As published mass media, it is certainly written, indeed in the teen magazines, 

the language use is not purely writing, in the some cases, it is purely speech, or 

So the main-conclusion of channel or mode 

is Writing-Speech in between. 

e. Purposes, 

As well as such other published mass-media, the main purpose is transferring 

information, for the time being, it is totally entertaining the real:ler~ therefore the 

purposes are transferring information and entertaining the reader. 

f. Topic, 

By processing and analyzing the data collection, it is totally undou ted1y that 

teen matter or issue is the topic of the teen magazines. If there is non-teen m~Uter it 

will be related to the teen life matter. 

Register is extremely is dealing with using of vocabulary uses, each field 

holds a set of specific vocabularies which is not used in other 1elas and 

which has been proven that teen magazines used a set of specific vocabularies 

which is not used in other fields and morphology and syntax also arouse. The set of 

vocabularies which is meant are 1) The prokem words or ungrammatical Indonesian 

language words and phrases, 2) ifhe use of original English words and phrases and 

the 

researcher bravely claims that the een magazine language is a new register. 
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Furthermore, magazine is one part of journalistic variety of language 

automatically becoming a register, added more by different characteristics, shown 

in the data tables which divers from other journalism channels such news paper, 

bulletin, mothers magazine, or even political or business mass media, clarifies teen 

magazine as one specific and thematic register. 

5.2 Suggestions 

The researcher realizes that this study is challenging fer language 

researcher, and beneficial to anyone who are interested to language issues and 

phenomenon which are taken place in the surrounding. Therefore, e writer 

commits to several suggestion for students who put large consideration and interest 

on sociolinguistics investigation, specifically on language variation and variety, 

they are: 

Teen life and language usage, language usage of teen life becomes one 

productive topic of investigation, since the colors and dynamics of teen 

life which is movable, inimitable, and unpredictable. 

This thesis is widely open for other further investigations to more clarify 

register whether by qualitative or quantitative methodology. 

There are many issues and phenomenon on teen variation ofi language 

itself, for instance, the variety of teen language in daily life, the difficulties 

television news reader. 
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d. There are many issues and phenomenon due to various kind of group of 

people based on age, sex, social status, or educational status needs to be 

investigated. 

e. Specifically, for Governmental Institution of Language, such as Pusat 

Bahasa, Depdiknas (Department of Education) is expected to generate 

good and proper direction on using bahasa Indonesia and foreign 

languages by considering the needs, significances, and ethics for published 

mass-media in using language. 

Specifically, for Legislative Institution (DPR) is expected to generate 

proper and acceptable regulation upon this issues 
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